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Synthetic Control Arm®: 
The Smart External Control Arm Solution

Overview
Sponsors often experience unique and significant challenges with randomized trials: 

ENTER ACORN AI
Acorn AI by Medidata is uniquely positioned at the nexus of historical clinical trial and real world data; with a platform that 
integrates disparate datasets.  Our Synthetic Control Arm® (SCA) solution can bring significant value to your company’s 
trials and ultimately help to increase the probability of overall success of your key pipeline assets.  SCA supports trial 
design choices to enhance or replace control arms for registrational trials or early phase studies. This improves decision 
making, accelerate enrollment and reduce clinical development costs.

HOW WE DO IT
Medidata has helped sponsors run clinical trials for over 20 years, accumulating a clinical trial data repository of 6 million+ 
patients and 22,000+ trials. This unique data asset enables distinct benefits over traditional real world data sources.

 ā Randomization is not always possible due to ethical 
reasons or rarity of a disease

 ā Noncompliant use of the investigational agent, or 
similiar agent in the same class, by control patients

 ā Slow recruitment due to unacceptability of control 
treatment to patients 

 ā Deciding which are the most promising products to 
advance in pipeline

Global data covering a heterogeneous mix of over 94 countries
Traditional clinical trial endpoints, covariates, and prognostic factors
High quality data (e.g. academic medical centers, monitored, locked) 
Patients that have self selected for participation in clinical trials reducing potential bias

Candidate Studies 
based on

eligibility criteria

Eligibility
Criteria

Historical Clinical Trial patients from Rave have distinct advantages

Baseline Characteristics
Comparative Analyses of Efficacy
● Response Rates
● Survival Curves
Adverse Event Frequencies

Results/Analyses

Over 100 Covariates 
Standardized across 

eligible trials

Cross-Trial 
Patients

Carefully Designed
Propensity Score 

Match/ Weight to the 
Treatment Group

Patient Level 
Matching
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Medidata Rave Clinical CloudTM

Cloud-based clinical research solutions | Innovative technology | Data-driven analytics  
Reduced costs | Improved time to market | Faster decisions | Minimized risk

BENEFITS
APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

Improve trial design Simulate trial scenarios to make data-driven design 
choices  (e.g., comparator therapy, cohort)

Supplement experimental 
evidence

Perform additional analyses to support regulatory 
submission before, during or following the 
confirmatory trial

Augment or replace 
randomized control

When necessary and appropriate, produce 
regulatory-grade, matched historical controls to 
support regulatory submission and approval

Use Case: FDA Agreement of SCA 
Design in rGBM 
Groundbreaking progress in the path to regulatory adoption

CONTEXT
To demonstrate efficacy in proof-of-concept, single-arm Phase 2 trial, and use 
the results to design a Phase 3 SCA/external control based registrational trial.   

SOLUTION
Prepare the EoP2 briefing packet: design the external control/SCA based 
registrational trial, and prepare protocol profile; propose statistical analysis 
plan, accounting for the external control/SCA data.

RESULTS

 ā SCA demonstrated large efficacy effect size in all-comers subjects, as well as 
in subjects expressing high levels of IL4R. 

 ā FDA endorsed  use of hybrid (augmented) Synthetic Control Arm® in a 
Phase III study design in rGBM.

About AcornAI
Acorn AI™, by Medidata, a Dassault 
Systèmes company, combines data, 
technology, and deep expertise to 
help life sciences companies deliver 
actionable insights across the entire 
continuum of clinical development. 
Acorn AI’s advanced analytics answers 
the most important questions 
in R&D and commercialization 
including accelerating breakthrough 
innovation, optimizing study execution 
and commercial success, and 
demonstrating the value of therapies. 
Built upon the Medidata platform 
comprising 20,000+ trials and more 
than six million patients, Acorn AI 
products feature the industry’s largest 
structured, standardized clinical trial 
data repository connected with real 
world, translational, and other datasets.  
For more information, please visit: 
www.medidata.com/acornai 
contact-us@acornai.com 
+1 866 515 6044

“We are extremely impressed 
with the Acorn AI team for 
providing a scientifically 
rigorous rationale for the design 
of an innovative registration 
trial incorporating an external 
control arm for the treatment 
of recurrent glioblastoma 
(rGBM) with MDNA55. Their 
expertise and collaborative 
effort with thought leaders was 
instrumental in demonstrating 
to the FDA the validity of a well 
designed external control in 
a registration trial. The FDA’s 
acceptance of this unique 
design, will expedite completion 
of the Phase 3 trial in rGBM 
allowing earlier access of 
MDNA55 for a disease with poor 
prognosis and high unmet need.”

Dr. Fahar Merchant,  
President and CEO of Medicenna,  
October 16, 2020


